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Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:

1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess 
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all 
areas.

2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechan-
ics work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in 
some areas.
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experience.
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ix years ago, at the beginning of 2008, 
I restarted the entity known as Gam-
ing Insurrection. I wasn’t expecting 
much in the way of compensation or 
accolades; I really just wanted some-

thing to do. 
I should probably start further back. If 

you’re at all familiar with our website — as 
you should be seeing as though it’s the only 
place to get an edition of the print PDF — I 
originally started GI in January 2002. I was a 
fresh-faced “junior” in college at the Univer-
sity of South Carolina majoring in journal-
ism. I had no idea what exactly I wanted to 
do for a living with journalism, but I was 
sure I wanted to write. 

Naturally, as a gamer, I turned to the one 
thing I knew well: Video games. My co-
founder, Marcus Barnes, didn’t have a  
degree in journalism but he had an opinion, 
so that’s what we worked with. My early 
copy editor — something we all need, trust 
me — was my mom, who we affection-
ately refer to as GI Mama. Her phenomenal 
proofreading skills came in handy, because 
there’s only so much one person can do in 
terms of production. 

My early distributor was Software Sec-
onds, a retro retailer in my native Columbia, 
S.C. They’ve changed locations but they’re 
still around. 

In that first year, we produced three is-
sues, I traveled for interesting stories (stay-
ing in Charlotte one weekend was adventure 
all on its own) and covered tournaments in 
two states. We were on top of the world, or 
so I thought. Then, the realities of life took 
over and I found myself putting GI on hold. 
That hiatus lasted for six years.

In 2008, my ex-husband and I were sitting 
around talking about games and I decided, 
“What if I restarted the magazine?” We 
agreed to explore the idea and eventually we 
got GI up and running again. Things were 
a little rough for the first year, with me 
essentially taking on the duties of editor-in-
chief and publisher, but we’ve soldiered on. 
We’ve changed staff and we’ve added new 
sections, but the core remains the same: For 
gamers, by gamers. I chose that motto years 
ago for a reason: As long as we’re putting GI 
together and talking about games, it’s going 
to be done by gamers. 

I have to admit a few things, though. First, 

it’s a pain in the ass to track down writers, 
especially writers that know their deadlines 
or whom you may or may not be romanti-
cally involved with. Writing about video 
games for little or no pay is not as glamor-
ous as one would think. 

Second, GI is a hobby for me. It’s not my 
day job, but something I spend my extra 
time and money working on. All that I do at 
my everyday job as a newspaper copy editor 
and page designer is but a small portion of 
what I do to produce GI. There’s departments 
at my job devoted to everything that I do for 
GI. At GI? Not so much. I am the judge, jury 
and executioner. 

And third, neither I nor my writers receive 
money from running GI; it’s strictly a labor 
of love and a bunch of great guys helping 
me out. Despite the aggravation and head-
aches sometimes, the chance to do some-
thing worthwhile with video games is what 
makes it work for me. 

Sometime this year, however, change 
will come to GI and though you the reader 
may not notice it, there will be differences 
internally and externally. But I believe that’s 
what makes a new year so exciting. It’s not 
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Welcome to a new day, new 
year for Gaming Insurrection

ne would think that the music of a 
puzzle game normally isn’t something 
that would attract interest, but if you 
think about it, that’s not necessarily 
true. Puzzle games sometimes require 

you to sit there thinking of a solution in order 
to move on. There’s nothing more boring 
than a puzzle game with no background mu-
sic elements. Wordtris, a Tetris clone without 
the lines, managed to up the ante when it 
comes to quality music.

Title theme: The organ that’s featured in 
all of the game’s tracks begins here, and 
it makes it a fun track. The tambourine is 
strong, too, and it feels like the track is entic-
ing you to figure out just what’s going on in 
the circus that the game is obviously set in. 
Speaking of the circus, the theme fits well 
with the music overall. 

Stage A:  The first stage in the game starts 
out with some great music. The tambourine 
is a strong complement to an interesting 
flute melody that guides the track along 
beautifully. Both go in and out against an 
organ that’s pretty much stunning in nearly 
all of the other tracks.

Stage B: The organ from the first stage reap-
pears and drives the track alongside a horn 
that pipes up appropriately. It’s fast-paced 
and melodic.

Stage C: An interesting track from the be-
ginning, a faux violin is featured prominently 
throughout while the organ makes up the 
background accompaniment. It’s fast without 
seemingly rushing the listener.

Stage D: One of my favorite tracks in the 
game, Stage D is exquisite in its push to keep 
you moving through the game. The break-
down is what makes the song, and the piano 

is a great addition to the 
ever-present organ.

Stage E: What appears to 
be a vox organ is used in 
this track, and it’s a fun piece of the musi-
cal puzzle. Stage E’s theme isn’t as fast as the 
others so it’s a welcome break.

Stage F: Much like Stage E, Stage F isn’t fast, 
either, and it’s one of my favorite tracks in 
the game. It’s a minute-type melody with a 
delicate play on the organ and flute. It’s soft 
yet hard-hitting at the same time, which you 
don’t find in puzzle games that often if at all.

Stage H: Getting back to fast-paced melo-
dies, Stage H is also one of my favorites. The 
synth usage here is spectacular and signifies 
that things are getting harder since you’re 
near the end of the game. The flute reappears 
and works well with the synth.

Stage J: The final stage in the game is a kill-

er, in terms of speed and the musical quality. 
It is my absolute favorite track in the game, 
and it’s because of all of the elements of the 
soundtrack coming together. It has always 
given me the impression of a winter dance in 
Moscow during a boss battle — which is ap-
propriate because it’s the final level and the 
equivalent of a boss battle through its speed 
and challenge — and the love that I lavish 
on the soundtrack is mostly because of the 
way the tambourine and the synth work well 
together. 

If you get into the soundtrack, it’s probably 
because of this track.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of  
Gaming Insurrection
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Wordtris soundtrack 
makes statement

Lyndsey Hicks
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Lyndsey Hicks
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The cover of the first issue of GI’s revival.

just the start of a new quarter for GI; it’s 
the chance to begin anew and change 
things up a bit. 

Here’s to a new year and a new start for 
my instrument of doom and destruction 
upon the world. 

Just kidding. 
Maybe.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of  
Gaming Insurrection. She can be  

reached by email at  
lyndseym@gaminginsurrection.com
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It’s been my experience that 
everyone’s favorite greedy bird has 
had it easy. I mean, how can you 
fight tooth and nail to get richer 
when you’re already the richest 
duck in the world? But Scrooge 
McDuck is no stranger to adversity, 
and his exploits are our gain.

A fantastic game in the form of 
DuckTales for the NES showed 
the world that the excess and 
capitalistic times of the ’80s could 
be fun and entertaining. Throw in 
a rocking soundtrack and great 
hop-and-bop action, and you have 
the recipe of success that was 

Scrooge’s first video game outing.
This quarter, we’re going all 

out with maps, codes and strate-
gies to help you through the old 
Disney classic. If you’re hankering 
for some DuckTales goodness in 
modern form, check out our review 
of Remastered starting on page 14.

DuckTales 
Classic Focus

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In McDuck’s world, you get rich or die trying
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The Amazon
he Amazon is fraught with 
perils and hidden passages 
around every corner. Beware of 
the spiked bramble lying about 

as well as the enemies who’d rather see 
Scrooge out of commission than give up 
their precious wares. 

Technically, this is the easiest level, 

but it’s the biggest out of the five. Take 
the time to explore to increase your 
riches. 

Near the end, use the shortcut to 
reach Zarduck instead of messing with 
the statue who demands a king’s ran-
som to pass.

Going across the ceiling here leads to 
another hidden passage with a pink 

diamond treasure.

Pink diamonds in both treasure boxes 
are worth the trip up the vine.

Use this secret passage, only  
accessible by pogo jumping off a box 

or enemy, to take a shortcut to the 
boss.

The statue here charges $30,000 to 
climb but you can avoid paying by 

pogo jumping off an enemy.

GOAL

T
Boss Battle: Zarduck
The earth-shaking stone sentinel isn’t hard to 
beat. Wait until he’s on the ground to pogo 

jump onto his head for five hits. When  
defeated, Zarduck drops the Sceptre of the 

Incan King, worth $1 million.

Taking Launchpad up on his offer in any level starting here will lead 
you to a bonus level. If you have a 7 in the ten thousands place of 

your money total, Gyro will let you play a secret bonus game.
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Use the warping chart to move around 
the level quickly. Mirror H brings you 

to Magica De Spell.

Warping to Mirror X nets you the 
Skeleton Key for the African Mines.

One of the game’s two 
life containers is here.

he key to making it through 
Transylvania is knowing your 
way around the mirror warping 
system found throughout. Consult 

our handy chart and choose wisely where 
you want to go. The mirrors are one way, 
so you’re stuck wherever you choose to go.

Things aren’t always what they seem. 
Study the map to see where false walls 
are located. If you walk through them, 
sometimes they lead to shortcuts, health 
replenishment or other major goodies.

You need to recover the Skeleton Key for 
the African Mines here.

Warp routes
Mirror From Mirror to

A X

B E

C F

G A

D H

Boss Battle: 
Magica  

De Spell
Eternal Scrooge foe Magica 
De Spell is one tough bird. 
She is by no means a push 
over and will shoot projec-

tiles and teleport around her 
chamber. Land five hits and 
the Coin of the Lost Realm is 

yours.

T
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African mines

GOAL

Louie will bar you 
from entering the 

Mines until you have 
the key from  
Transylvania.

Mrs. Beakley offers several snacks that replinish life. 

Your reward for passing this giant 
chasm is one of the game’s two  

Hidden Treasures. Don’t miss out!

s if Scrooge didn’t have 
enough to worry about, 
he can’t enter the mines 
until he has the Skeleton 

Key. That’s found in Transylvania, 
so you’re going to have to head 
back there and search for it until 
you find it through the warping 
system. Once you find it, you can 
enter with no problem.

The mines are large and there 
are lots of chasms that spell cer-
tain doom for poorly timed jumps. 
A large portion of the level can be 

skipped if you know where to go, 
and there are more false walls 
here. However, one thing not to 
skip is the first Hidden Treasure: 
the Golden Ring. Grabbing the 
treasure ensures more money for 
Scrooge and a slightly different 
ending.

Also take note of Mrs. Beakley at 
the start of the large chasm lead-
ing to the Hidden Treasure. Visit-
ing her is well worth the trip: She 
drops health refills galore.

A
Boss Battle: 

Mine King
Appearing in a small chamber in the 
middle of the earth, the King is formi-
dable, only because there isn’t much 

room to maneuver around and tag 
him. While he’s in whirling dervish 

form, you can’t hit him. Wait for him to 
slow down at some point in the room, 
and nail him. Five hits and he coughs 

up the Diamond of the Inner Earth.



ne of the more annoying 
levels in the game, the 
Himalayas aren’t exactly 
a fun snow day. Between 

the crazed mountain goats and 
weird snow bunnies, there’s not 
much fun to be had trying to find 
Bubba Duck and the Abominable 
Snowman. Throw in a slippery 
ice floor in most of the level and 
it seems like the deck is stacked 
against Scrooge. 

Take our advice: Do not attempt 
to pogo jump in the snowy parts 
of the level. This also includes the 
boss battle. You won’t get any-
where except stuck and that’s 
not where you’d rather be in your 
quest.

And saving Bubba Duck does have 
its benefits: The endearing cave-
duck provides you a route to an 
extra life container.

8 feature

The Himalayas

GOAL

Saving Bubba Duck nets you access to the second life container.

Pogo jumping in the snow is a futile 
attempt. Just walk or jump regularly.

O

Boss Battle: 
Abominable 

Snowman
This is a fairly tough battle. 

There’s projectiles from above 
because of the snowman hit-
ting the sides of his chamber, 
you can’t very well pogo jump 
on him since there’s snow on 
the ground and he’s jumping 
around. Dodge the snowballs 
and pogo jump him after he 

makes his first leap five times 
for the Crown of Genghis Khan.
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The Moon
GOAL

You need the Remote 
Control to blast 

through this wall to 
reach the boss. Find 
it in the top part of 

the level.

The second Hidden 
Treasure is here. 
You need both to 

get the best ending.

Get a key from an enemy and nab the 
Remote Control to summon Gizmo 

Duck at the end of the level.

pparently, Scrooge is 
no stranger to traips-
ing around in space 
to obtain the trea-
sures and greed he so 

craves. Indulge the duck by 
rambling through an alien 
spaceship and the moon so 
that he can grab a legendary 
artifact: The Green Cheese of 
Longevity.

While you’re on the moon, 
there’s a few things to grab 
before you take on the boss. 
The first is the second Hidden 
Treasure: the Golden Plate. It’s 
not extremely easy to reach. 

The second is the key to the 
area for the Remote Control. 
Without the key, you can’t 
access the area to get the Re-
mote, which summons Gizmo 
Duck. Take down a random 
enemy to find it then make it 
back to the area. Three aliens 
surround the Remote, but 
they’re easy to defeat.

Once you have the Remote, 
make your way down to 
where a wall blocks your 
path. Gizmo Duck will come 
roaring through to take care 
of it and let you continue on 
your way to the boss.

A Boss Battle: 
Lunar rat

This beast of burden is hiding the last 
treasure and it’s time to relieve him 
of it. He’s fast and will jump on the 

platforms found on either side of the 
screen. Pogo jump him five times for 
the final treasure: the Green Cheese 

of Longevity.
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The End/Return to Transylvania

GOAL

X

A

B C D

G

F

E H

Boss battle:  
Dracula Duck

Boss Battle: 
Flintheart 
GlomgoldJust when you thought it was safe to 

go home after a time as a soldier of 
fortune, Flintheart Glomgold ganks 
your fortune and invites you to take 

on Dracula Duck. Return to the same 
room where you fought Magica to face 

Dracula. Drac isn’t easy, and will  
teleport around the room quite a bit. 

Hit him five times ...

It ain’t over till it’s over. 
That Yogi Berra-ism 

stands because Flint-
heart challenges you to 
a race. All there’s left to 

do is climb to the top and 
reclaim your treasures.
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Reflecting on the business of Duckburg in video game form
he 9-year-old child in me awak-
ens every time I boot up a game 
of DuckTales. That child was 
stunned by the similarities and 
attention to detail that the game 

had when considering that I watched the 
cartoon every day when I got home from 
school. Sure, the game didn’t have the 
voice work that the show had, but the 
game was a faithful representation of 
the world of Scrooge McDuck so I had no 
problem slipping away to join it.

What DuckTales does — sending Mr. 
McD on adventures to secure his world-
wide standing as the wealthiest duck 
in the world — it does extremely well. 
There is nothing like roaming through 
the large levels in search of treasures to 

pad out Scrooge’s 
money bin 
and net worth. 
Throw in a rock-
ing soundtrack 
that features 
an iconic tune 
in the Moon 
level and great 
hop-and-bop 
gameplay, and 
you have a good 
adventure that 

sticks with you after 23 years.
The first time that I booted up the 

game, I didn’t think, “Oh hey, I’ll still be 
playing this 23 years later.” The thought 
naturally didn’t occur to me because I 

was struggling to get through the incred-
ibly hard African Mines. In fact, I was 
probably struggling to get through ALL of 
the levels, so I’m pretty sure 9-year-old 
Lyndsey wasn’t too concerned with the 
longevity of the DuckTales franchise. But 
when it comes to the nostalgia factor, 
DuckTales is quite capable of calling to 
mind endless runs through the Amazon, 
or humming along with the main theme 
because I know it by heart.

DuckTales plays out exactly the way 
you think it does, but it also plays with 
your emotions. A game that’s nearly 
25 years old manipulating an adult’s 
emotions, you ask? How does that work 
exactly? Well, if you think about it, the 
theme song is so memorable, the game-

play so great that we’re running a Classic 
Focus feature on it to coincide with the 
remake and upgrade of the original 
game. With a little bit of magic, inge-
nuity and good old-fashioned charm, 
a game about a greedy duck traversing 
the world for more money than God has 
managed to claim a spot in the pantheon 
of great games. That’s a good bit of ma-
nipulation, I’d wager. 

I’d bet my first and lucky dime on 
DuckTales’ lasting impact if it’s managed 
a feat of that proportion.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of  
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached 

by email at  
lyndseym@gaminginsurrection.com

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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DuckTales’ soundtrack inspires explorer in us all
Editor’s note: This column previously ran in the 

4Q2012 issue.

he iconic Disney property received 
an equally iconic video game 
adaptation and with it came a 
great soundtrack. Despite its 8-bit 
pedigree, DuckTales entertained 

with varied gameplay and rocking music. 
Here are my choices for traversing the 
world with Scrooge McDuck in search of 
treasures.

DuckTales theme: The theme of the 
show is one of the most widely recog-
nized intros from ’80s television, so it’s a 
no-brainer that it’s front and center for 
the game. The theme is representative of 
a time when Disney was on a roll with 
brilliant show introductions that stuck 
around in your brain even if you didn’t 
want it to. Even its 8-bit incarnation, 
stripped of vocals and embellishment, 
retains its classic stature.

The Moon: Take your pick between 
the slow tempo of the beta version of 
the game or the fast tempo of the final 
release, but the Moon track is one of 
the best uses of 8-bit music technology 
ever. The music is brilliant with a focus 
on technology and progressive use of a 
synthesizer. I always envision the future 
and progress whenever I’m hunting for 

the Green Cheese of Longevity.

Area Select: A simple tune, the area 
select theme is monotonous but inspires 
Scrooge’s search for the treasures. It’s 
reminiscent of the start of many of Mc-
Duck’s adventures, so in that respect, it’s 
done its job.

African Mines: The mines feature a 
fun, bluesy track that make me think of 
a no-nonsense journey through a dan-
gerous place filled with deep caverns and 
untold riches. It’s not hard to get excited 
about getting that mine key from  
Transylvania and coming back to ex-
plore.

The Amazon: While romping through 
the Amazon Jungle is no real picnic, 
traipsing through in DuckTales happens 

to be fun. The comically designed apes 
and other creatures that reside there 
make this a fun journey, and it needs 
this bouncy background to tie it all  

together.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of  
Gaming Insurrection

Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME
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*Codes courtesy of  
GameHacking.org

Mix the music of the game 
NATANA
Note: This code can not change 
gameplay; the only thing it can do is 
mix the music.

No music
ELNETZEP

Turn off all sound
EGOGTPEY

Turn off sound effects
EYSNTYEI

Indian enemies automatically 
die
ALOAPLAP

Indian enemies can’t jump
AUKEPLAP

Indian enemies don’t attempt 
to throw spears
EYXAYGEI

Indian enemies hop around
EYXAZGEI

Indian enemies walk away 
from you (instead of toward)
ESNEGLEY

Remove background
ESNGPAEY

Remove bee enemies
AUUPAPAP

Remove bees and most apes
EPEUAPEL

Remove tomato plant enemies
APNAAIAL

Removes lots of objects
APVELTAL

Removes some enemies
AOXUIAAL

All blocks broken by skeleton 
enemies contain food or 
diamonds
EIOAZYEY

Immune to skeleton enemies 
(and they act differently)
EYUOILEI

Skeleton enemies can’t break 
blocks
ESNEGTEY

Skeleton enemies can’t run
AUXPYLAP

Skeletons die when they break 
blocks
AOEPPLAL

Skeleton enemies stand up, die
ESVPILEY

Skeletons stand up and jog in 
place
ESXPZLEY

Double the usual time
ZAXSKLIE
SXNIUKOU
SZNISESU

Freeze timer
OVUVAZSV

You have lots of time
NYXSKVIE

All boxes and items break 
open/get destroyed on their 
own
ESNAITEY

All characters/enemies are 
invisible
AONAPPAL

Automatically have your cane 
out when jumping
EIOVVZEY

Beat the game
EIUSELEY
Note: Turn the code on and immedi-
ately back off.
 
Bees die soon as they appear
ALVOYPAP

Bees fly away from you
ENNPTPEI

Bees fly backward
ENEPZPEI

Bees fly downward
ENKOYPEI

Diamonds appear before walk-
ing by them (instead of after)
EPSEVGEL

Diamonds are worth a lot more 
money
EIXENLEY
Note: Don’t use code with others; 
causes freeze upon picking up 
diamonds

Diamonds float
ESSENZEY

Enemies and some objects are 
invisible
ELEEAZEP

Enemies behave differently
ALEELAAP

Enemies reappear
EYOXSYEI

First mirror in Transylvania 
takes you to the key to mines
EINPLAEY

Gets items (and receive dam-
age) from anywhere
EINNAGEY

Ground is like ice
ENEVYGEI

Hold right or left to automati-
cally cane whack
ESSTTLEY

Immune to tomato plants (and 
they’re always attacking)
EIVELIEY

Infinite energy
AANVSLPA

Infinite hit points
ATVVXLEZ

Infinite lives
SKUIEKVK

Invincibility
EISVZLEY
EIEEGAEY

Invulnerable to spikes
EYEIEGEI

Jump in midair
EUOTYULU
UVXVALVT
AOUVILEY
NAETLKLL
GXOTPTEY

Lose half normal hit points (in 
easy game)
LAVTNLPA

Lots of lives
YYESULZE

More enemies
ESNLPAEY

Move 2x faster
ZEOVYGPA

Move 4x faster
GEOVYGPA

Get hit 255 times to get hurt 
once
NYVTNLPE

One hit kills bosses
ASSNYTEY

Reverse the function of left 
and right buttons
ENOTPIEI

Slow motion
ENUKIAEI

Some enemies automatically 
die
EIXEIZEY

Some enemies can’t walk
EYKAAZEI

Some enemies die if they 
touch you
ESEYIGEY

Some enemies die when they 
walk into you
EYKILLEI
Note: Some enemies means the 
gorillas in The Amazon
 
Some enemies don’t jump over 
obstacles
EIEYYZEY

Some enemies run away from 
you instead of toward you
EIEAALEY

Start with 1 life
AAESULZA

Start with 6 lives
IAESULZA

Start with 9 lives
AAESULZE

Start with lots of lives
YZESULZE

Taking damage does not knock 
you back
EYUVKLEI

Tomato plants die as soon as 
they appear
EINELIEY

Walk over some objects with-
out having to jump
EYVSPZEI

Walk up/pass through some 
objects (right direction)
EIXVATEY

Patch 
codes

Duck amok: Scrooge’s hunt finds gem
By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

Editor’s note: This review was previously published in 2Q2009. We 
are re-running it edited for style and clarity. The basic content still 
stands.

“Life is like a hurricane here in Duckburg.” That one 
simple phrase sums up one of the greatest NES games 
of the 1980s: DuckTales. 

DuckTales ushered in a new era of gaming for me as 
a young gamer. The game’s overall plot and mechan-
ics fit exactly what I thought a game about Disney’s 
awesome Scrooge McDuck should be about: treasure 
hunting at any cost. My gaming habits were in their 
infancy at the time, and I came home from school ev-
ery day to watch “DuckTales.” This tie-in to that classic 
cartoon is a great offshoot of the Mega Man series.

DuckTales is set up much like blue bomber’s early en-

tries: Pick a starting place to begin your treasure hunt 
so that you can outgain Flinthart Glomgold to become 
the richest duck in the world. Along the way, you battle 
Magica De Spell and the Beagle Boys as well as the 
treasure guardians, and you must rescue your neph-
ews Huey, Duey and Louie and Bubba Duck. This basic 
premise makes for great adventuring on Scrooge’s part 
as he must use only his cane as a pogo stick and golf 
swing. 

The only drawback to the setup is that you can’t 
choose two of the stages immediately. They require 
special items to either beat them or get in them. This 
makes backtracking necessary but annoying.

One of the bright spots of the game is the music. 
DuckTales has one of the best 8-bit soundtracks ever 
created. 

The music is crafted in such a way that it doesn’t 
remind you of a Disney game. It’s polished, upbeat and 

creative in spots, and it must be said that the Moon 
theme is one of the most memorable game themes 
ever created. It has a pop funk feel to it that sticks in 
your memory. The use of the television cartoon theme 
is also appreciated. It gives the game an air of authen-
ticity and is recreated almost faithfully without the 
voice track.

The game design is interesting. There’s a subtle hint 
of challenge in how you approach certain stages and 
bosses but they aren’t unbeatable. 

Damage scaling is a bit annoying when you’re 
fighting the bosses because it’s easy to die against 
them even with more life containers found scattered 
throughout the game.

If you’re looking for a good romp through Duckburg, 
hunt down DuckTales. It’s a gem in the rough of NES 
games.
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By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

Purely from a nostalgic vantage 
point, DuckTales: Remastered 
hopes to drill into your feelings 
for the NES original. It man-
ages to successfully invoke 
warm and fuzzy feel-
ings while creating a 
new label for itself: 
A great adventure 
game.

Remastered 
purports to give a 
modern spin on the 
classic retro game that 
involves Scrooge McDuck 
traipsing the world in search of 
five treasures. If he should find 
them, he will retain his status 
as richest duck in the world. Fail 
and he loses that distinction 
to his eternal rival, Flintheart 
Glomgold. As dubious as McDuck’s 
intentions and obvious greed are, 
you can’t help but be compelled to 
help the old cane-swinging gee-
zer. Why? Because you’ve done it 
all before, no doubt by playing the 
original game way back in 1990. 
Satisfying that itch to “see what 
they’ve changed” is the draw, and 
you scratch it by running through 
the Moon, Transylvania, Himala-
yas and Amazon once again. 

Developer WayForward man-
aged to capture the spirit of the 
original game through a combi-
nation of several components of 
the DuckTales nostalgia factor. 
The first is cleaning up the art 
and moving the presentation to 

the 2.5-D plane. The game 
looks gorgeous and the 

art quality is superb in 
the very least. All of 
the sprites have been 
upgraded, modern-
ized and made larger, 

and there’s a beautiful 
hue to everything. This 

is literally a new coat of 
paint.

The second was jazzing up 
the iconic soundtrack. Gaming 
Insurrection has raved about the 
soundtrack in Beat.Trip.Game 
previously (editor’s note: See 
our feature this quarter or the 
4Q2012 issue), and it’s with good 
reason: The tracks are well done 
and deserve to be in every gamer’s 
sound library. Take that greatness 
and multiply it when you listen to 
Remastered’s soundtrack, and it’s 
magnified greatly. There’s noth-
ing better than being able to pick 
out the subtle and not-so-subtle 
changes, pick up a new melody 
that fits right in with the old, 
or hear something new that fits 

well, too.
The third is the subtle change 

to the level layouts. If you’re 
like me, you’ve played through 
DuckTales a million times, well 
enough to know maps by heart. 
Where Remastered succeeds is 
keeping things just the right level 
of familiar while introducing a 
different route that doesn’t seem 
out of place. 

For example, in the Amazon 
level, there used to be a hidden 
warp to the final boss. Taking that 
shortcut meant bypassing at least 
a quarter of the level. Now, taking 
the same shortcut doesn’t lead 
to a warp; instead you meet up 
with Mrs. Beakley, who dispenses 
some likely timely health inter-
vention. You still play through 
the quarter of the level you would 
have skipped but it’s not nearly 
as tedious and it’s a little longer 
than the original. 

That attention to detail and 
change with the original players’ 
interests in mind is appreciated 
and a great touch to draw in the 
veteran who’s seen it all and done 
it all before. And, the addition of 
an in-game map is a boon to old 
explorers.

Also in the category of been 
there, done that, how great is it to 
finally be able to physically dive 
into Scrooge’s money vault? After 
nearly 25 years of watching the 
animated show and playing the 
original game, I love being able to 
swim in 3 cubic acres of gold. It 

never gets old. Ever.
Finally, I love the introduction 

of exposition into the mix. Duck-
Tales was never the story bas-
tion that fans of the show were 
looking for. Really, it was move 
from point A to point B, get loot, 
make money and move on. With 
Remastered, the story is a little 
more fleshed out, with a new 
introduction and cutscenes that 
involve most of the TV show’s 
original voice cast. The addition of 
the original voices is a supremely 
nice touch and goes a long way 
toward racking up points on the 
nostalgia meter.

My only complaint involves 
the controls. While I enjoy the 
option of changing how to oper-

ate my pogo stick jumping, the 
new method is a little obnoxious. 
Sometimes, that pogo jump just 
doesn’t come out when I need it to 
in a hurry. 

Thankfully, flashing invincibil-
ity after taking a hit lasts a lot 
longer now, but still, it’s a little 
hard to get that pogo jump to be 
reliable when I need it the  
most. 

Aside from the issues with the 
controls, DuckTales: Remastered 
is everything a remake should be. 
Upgraded visuals, revamped but 
recognizable music and voices 
and collectibles? That’s loot worth 
traveling to the ends of the Earth, 
even if it means getting rich or 
dying trying.

now playing14

Revisiting Duckburg with fond memories
DuckTales: Remastered is the new 

standard for quality remakes

SCORE: 
5 OUT 
OF 5

Photos courtesy of Capcom
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REMEMBER ME

Nilin’s adventure 
lacks polish to 

stay memorable
By WiLLiam B. Harrison
GaminG insurrection

Welcome to the distant future of Paris and the misadven-
tures of Nilin. This was a game that got my hopes up from 
day one that Capcom had finally made a 3D platformer that 
would make me once again fall back in love with them and 
save me from drowning in a sea of Street Fighter, remixes 
and the like. I may or may not be happy with this attempt: 
Are we just going through the motions and call our relation-
ship over and done ... or are we waiting until the next MvC 
comes out? 

The story of Remember Me is that the year is 2084, a war 
broke out at some point and left only a few cities standing. 
Some required heavy repair but most opted to rebuild only 
the more wealthy districts and start anew, so to speak. En-
ter the company M3morize, which has found a way to store 
memories that soon becomes a commodity. So begins the 

terrorist movement to bring down M3mo-
rize and return the forgotten memories 

to the world. This is where Nilin, the 
most wanted of all with the ability 
to reshape (remix) the memories of 
anyone she chooses until she has her 
own memory stolen when she is first 

captured. Edge, the voice in Nilin’s 
head and the motivation for her to fin-

ish what she started, then gets involved.
The gameplay and core mechanics maybe 

could make this a really good game or a drop in the pan. 
First off, one of the core mechanic is the ability to remix 
memories but you only it about four or five times in the 
entire game. And the second main core mechanics is the 
custom combo system. It’s awesome, but sometimes you are 
made to pay for the combos against certain enemies that 
show up later in the game. Another thing that could have 

greatly improved is the semi-slack parkour system of move-
ment for Nilin. 

Unfortunately, Capcom, one out of three is bad. For a game 
that plays up the fact that the main character can rewrite 
memories, you barely use it. A stealth aspect mixed in with 
this particular game mechanic would have made for better 
and more frequent utilization.

Well, I can’t really blame too much on Capcom, because it 
looked like DONTNOD had some great ideas. The problem is, 
the execution seemed to fall short. It’s still playable and the 
story has a couple of good twist and turns, but one of them 
is kind of obvious. The custom combos are really fun to 
experiment with and could have helped the game or possi-
bly made the game work. The thing is, I do like this game a 
lot, but some of the controls are a bit unnecessary or should 
have been utilized better. And, some of the camera positions 
feel like they are designed to kill you, even with the ability 
to control them. 

I applaud the efforts of DONTNOD taking the initiative and 
making a well-made game that is original in story. It just 

seems that this game could have benefited from a little fur-
ther development and longer length. Overall, Remember Me 
could have used a little more polish to make a more memo-
rable experience. 

SCORE: 
3 OUT 
OF 5

Photos courtesy of Shacknews.com
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ASSASSIN’S CREED II

Killing in style for a second time
By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

Before there were a million dif-
ferent stories based on Ezio, there 
was Assassin’s Creed II, which 
focused on introducing the newest 
lady (political) killer and continu-
ing the story of the Assassin’s 
Order. 

The assassin sequel is almost a 
case of too much of a good 
thing as far as game-
play is concerned. 
How else would you 
describe at least 70 
hours of free-roam-
ing missions and 
an overabundance of 
historically accurate in-
formation? I say it’s nearly 
too much because I’m not used 
to the level of detail, and detail 
is the name of the game in ACII. 
There’s so much to learn about the 
ways of assassins, getting around 
the cities and discovering items 
that a newcomer to the series can 
easily get overwhelmed and stuck 
on the simplest of concepts. That 
isn’t a bad thing, though, because 

it’s a problem a lot of games wish 
to have.

As a novice in the world of Ezio 
and Desmond Miles, there’s much 
to indulge in regarding storyline. 
There’s Desmond trying to recover 
the memories of his ancestor Ezio, 
Ezio living on after tragedy and 
growing up and becoming a man, 
Desmond trying to prevent the end 

of the world. And one of the 
things about the layered 

story that I like is the 
fact that there are 
layers. The layers 
provide extra depth 
to an already-deep 

experience, and the 
pace at which the sto-

ries are woven is excep-
tionally well done.

Another part of the game that 
caught my eye is the presentation. 
It’s easy to dismiss the caliber of 
work done in the Assassin’s Creed 
series, if you’re going based on the 
character models alone. However, 
this is a clear example of how the 
overall look can draw in a player. 
The clean look of Ezio’s world is 
an especially nice touch, most 

obviously when you’re roaming 
around the city and exploring 
vantage points. Desmond’s world 
is equally well done and its look is 
just as clean and inspired, if not a 
bit sterile. I expect that consider-
ing he spends most of his time 
lying around in a research facility. 
Not much can be said about the 
music, though I commend Ubisoft 
for its attention to voicework. As-
sassin’s Creed II is the first game I 
have ever specifically changed the 
spoken language option to what 
would be considered the native 
language of the main part of the 
game: Italian. I love how the game 
plays with that, and I fully im-
merse myself in the world of Ezio 
this way.

The only problem that I have 
with the game rears its ugly head 
early on in the experience. Let me 
state that Assassin’s Creed isn’t 
exactly the easiest series to pick up 
and play, and I’m certain that it’s 
designed to be this way for a rea-
son: These are continuing stories 
with the exception of the starter, 
Altair. So, you shouldn’t expect to 
start with the second game and ex-

pect to learn the basics even in the 
beginning. The most frustrating 
instance of this is in the begin-
ning, where you’re expected to race 
your brother to the top of a church. 
The race isn’t hard, except for the 
fact that you aren’t told exactly 
how to climb structures. 

After restarting the race about 10 
times, I finally figured out how to 
do a running climb and won. After 
winning, it’s then that you’re given 
explanatory text about how to run 
and climb. 

Seriously, Ubisoft? That’s not 
cool. I’m all for learning and ex-
ploring as I go, but there’s nothing 
fun about struggling with a basic 
concept that isn’t explained until 
I successfully blunder through it a 
million times. That’s bad design, 
plain and simple.

Aside from a baffling tendency to 
punish players for not playing the 
original game, Assassin’s Creed II 
is a spectacular game full of won-
der, exploration and history. I’m 
anxious to get back into working 
my way through the Assassin’s Or-
der from the bottom up. It’s killing 
time once again.

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5
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TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS

Turtle power revitalized
By WiLLiam B. Harrison
GaminG insurrection

So, I’m real tempted to start off this re-
view with the T-U-R-T-L-E POWER song 
from the first live-action TMNT movie, 
which plays when you load up Out of 
the Shadows. It sent me back to the days 
of my childhood and made me remem-
ber all the things I loved about the 
TMNT franchise, well at least 
the original ’80s cartoon and 
the comic made famous 
by Kevin Eastman and 
Peter Laird. Out of the 
Shadows is a lot of fun 
and will have you back to 
those nostalgic days when 
Mikey always loved being a 
turtle. That’s until you realize that 
Nickelodeon had their say in the devel-
opment of the game and some liberties 
with the characters.

Everyone’s favorite reptilian quartet 
is back in this latest reboot and install-
ment of the series. This story takes 
place with a lot of the main established 
villains such as the Shredder, Baxter 
Stockman (originally a black man in 
the comic), the Mousers and the good 

old Foot Clan. And instead of the single 
Krang that showed up in the ’80s car-
toon, the entire Utrom race has made 
a base on earth with the TDRI as their 
base of operations (based on the com-
ics). Shredd-head and the Foot are at 
it again and trying to covertly wreak 
a little bit of havoc on the city and the 
Utroms, so our heroes on the half shell 

are up to the task of making sure 
all is peaceful for the city and 

the pizza-makers of the Big 
Apple.

This has got to be one of 
the more fun games I have 
played and it brings back 

memories of the old-school 
arcade cabinet games that 

were awesome and always a 
challenge. The classic attack but-

tons are back with only two for attacks; 
the rest have their own uses as well. 
They take a bit getting used to, but once 
you do, it only adds to the gameplay 
when learning the double teams and 
the specials. 

It’s kind of odd that in the main game 
you can switch between the four on 
the fly; just be careful when doing so 
because they don’t share power-ups — 

which I understand — but I thought 
certain ones should be universal like 
the health refills. The stealth mechanic 
is kind of a non-issue and should have 
been left out. The ability to switch 
between the four and having them all 
on screen at the same time without 
the ability to give a hold-up command 
makes any stealth section pretty point-
less.

And there are lots of other things that 
I should and could complain about that 
would be just fanboy nitpicking. For 
example, I don’t understand why April 
O’Neil was changed to a teenager. And 
where is Casey Jones? I know the comic 
book version of him wasn’t very kid 
friendly, but still.

Out of the Shadows is a great game 
whether you are a new school fan of the 
series or have been there since the old 
black and white comics. The art is the 
old-school comic except for the teenage 
version of April and the masks being 
different colors, hearkening back to the 
1987 TV series. 

Despite the turd-in-a-punch bowl 
scenario that is the stealth mechanic at 
this party, Out of the Shadows is still a 
tubular good time.

SCORE: 
4.5 OUT 

OF 5

Photos courtesy of Shacknews.com
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TO THE MOON

It’s off 
to the 
moon 
we go

By danieL GiBBs
GaminG insurrection

We all have dreams. Goals and 
desires that, as children, seem so 
wonderfully simple to fulfill. Over 
time, those dreams are lost, 
forgotten and aban-
doned. Or, perhaps 
the reasons behind 
those dreams are 
what we lose. As 
we approach death, 
though, there is 
sometimes  lamen-
tation over those lost, 
forgotten, and abandoned 
dreams.

But what if there was a way to 
achieve such a dream?

Enter the Sigmund Corp. For a 
fee, scientists from Sigmund will 
visit a patient’s home with a ma-

chine that will allow the company 
to go into the mind of the patient 
and rewrite their memories to 
guide them towards making their 
dream come true. This procedure 
is performed near death because 

the conflicting memories cause 
a great mental strain on 

the patient but with that 
pain comes the fulfill-
ment of a long-held 
dream.

Drs. Eva Rosalene 
and Neil Watts come to 

the home of Jonathan 
Wyles. Situated high upon 

a cliff near a lighthouse, Jon-
athan is on the brink of death and 
there is one thing on his mind: He 
wants to go to the moon.

However, strangely, Jonathan 
does not know why he wants to go 
to the moon. 

Using the technology of Sigmund 
Corp., you will control Eva and Neil 
as they set off on an interactive 
journey through the mind of Jona-
than with the mission altering his 
memories so that he can die think-
ing that he made it to the moon.

TO THE MOON WE GO ...

A small indie game developed by 
Freebird Games, To the Moon lets 
players have the chance to go in-
side the main character’s head and 
change history, so to speak. As an 
indie game, To the Moon is basic. 
Simple and fun.

You are tasked going into Jona-
than’s past in order to lead him to 
his dream of going to the moon. To 
do so, you must jump from point to 
point in his life, each point further 

back in his past. Points are signifi-
cant memories in Jonathan’s life, 
and each one has a key item called 
a memento. This memento serves 
as the gateway to the next mem-
ory. However, you can’t just touch 
the memento and move on. First, 
you must unlock it.

Each memento is locked inside 
a barrier and in order to unlock 
it, you have to collect five orbs. 
Orbs are collected by interacting 
with the memory. For example, 
in one instance you see Jona-
than talking to a young girl about 
the Animorphs (yes, the actual 
Animorphs) from the  book se-
ries. While naming the animals 
that the characters turn into, she 
forgets one. If you don’t know the 
answer, you can find it by talking 
to someone nearby. Help the girl, 
and you get an orb.

After collecting the five and un-
locking the memento, you are then 
taken to a tile puzzle where you 
must flip the tiles and form a pic-
ture. Upon doing so you are sent on 
to the next (or previous?) memory.

The graphics are aged and look 
more like past Squaresoft titles of 
the 16-bit era (think Final Fantasy 
VI and Secret of Evermore) than 
modern RPGs, but in doing so they 
can trigger a feeling of nostalgia 
of those days. The pixels, the way 
birds move, the colors. Memories 
of games long passed.

The music is simply beautiful. 
Like the visuals, To The Moon’s 
soundtrack is reminiscent of older 
Squaresoft titles. The main theme 
is a soft piano melody with ticks 
that could just as easily lull you to 
sleep as it could prepare you for an 
adventure.

While the game does have its 
quirks and charms, it is still pretty 
simple. Most of the gameplay is a 
cycle of “collect five orbs, unlock 
memento, solve puzzle, repeat.” 
This can lead to a feeling of just 
trying to get to the next memory 
rather than making your way 
through a quest.

Also, the dialogue seems to try 
just a bit too hard. The pop culture 
references, most of Neil’s lines and 
the way Eva talks to Neil are prob-
ably meant to lighten the mood of 
the serious situation, but at times 
it just felt like the writers put in a 
little more effort than was needed.

Even though Freebird Games 
didn’t do everything with this 
game, they did manage make quite 
a bit with what little they had.

To The Moon is a little more than 
a year old and with it being an in-
die title, it can be purchased fairly 
cheap. The few dollars you’d be 
handing over are well worth it for 
this little dream of a game.

SCORE: 
3 OUT 
OF 5

Photos by Daniel Gibbs/Gaming Insurrection
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Logitech’s PC controller is a work of 
art. Nearly every emulator on the mar-
ket or PC game with a decent custom-
izable control scheme works with the 
controller. It’s also easy to configure 

and work within its native menu. The 
only control scheme that it doesn’t 
seem to work well with is the Nintendo 
64. However, if you’re playing a game 
that doesn’t rely on the C-buttons, it’s 

still a viable option.

Where to buy: Best Buy, Walmart, 
GameStop
Cost: $25

Logitech F310 Gamepad

Belkin Hi-Speed USB 2.0 7-Port Hub
The seven-port from Belkin provides 
ample space and places to plug up 
your multitude of USB devices. It’s 
small and easy to keep on a desk 
or table away from the clutter. Also, 

the top hubs are extremely helpful in 
providing a quick place to plug and 
play. Light indicators on the front of 
the device are also helpful, letting you 
know which port is being used.

Where to buy: Walmart, Staples, 
Office Max
Cost: $37

Apple suing Samsung for patent infringement
The iOS maker is back in the courtroom arguing that rival Samsung 

owes $380 million for infringement. Samsung says it only owes  
$53 million. This is the second time the case has reached a jury, the 
first ending in a $1.05 billion judgment for Apple.

Source: Arstechnica

Google Search talks like Siri
In the latest Google Search update, the Android-powered service has 

the ability to communicate with users in conversation much like 
Apple’s Siri voice set. The new feature is now available and in Google 
Search 3.1.

Source: Arstechnica

Bill introduced to regulate data capping through ISPs
According to a new piece of legislation introduced in Congress, the 

Consumer Choice in Online Video Act would make it illegal to slow 
video devices through your ISP of choice. The bill would also regulate 
data caps and deceptive pricing.

Source: Arstechnica

BlackBerry sale canceled; CEO Heins out
The in-the-works sale to salvage the struggling devicemaker hit a 

snag when Fairfax, the private equity firm that 
was in talks to buy the company and take it pri-
vate, failed to finance the deal. At least $1 billion 
was at stake, and instead of reaching an agree-
ment, Research in Motion agreed to take on the 
debt. The casualty in this was relatively new CEO 
Thorsten Heins, who resigned and will leave the 
company’s board of directors. He’s being replaced 
in the interim by John Chen, former CEO of Sybase.

Source: Arstechnica

tech bits
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Fighting, rock make quirky mix
By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

There was a time when the fight-
ing game market was overcrowd-
ed. You couldn’t turn your head 
without bumping into something 
resembling a fighter with a “color-
ful cast of characters,” “interesting 
storyline” and “unique fighting 
system.” Note the usage of quota-
tion marks because these 
descriptions were in 
everything for about 
a decade. 

At the time, 
Guilty Gear was 
a novice on the 
scene. It had that 
usual potpourri of 
characters, storyline 
and unique fighting 
system, but it had a little 
something extra: a tangible pres-
ence that demanded the series 
be played just to see what would 
happen. Guilty Gear X continued 
the drama and excitement, and in 
quite few ways made the gambit 

of a unique environment pay off in 
spades.

Guilty Gear X is weird, there’s 
no doubt about that. It plays like 
a mix of Marvel vs. Capcom and 
Street Fighter Alpha and invites 
a comparison to Rival Schools or 
Project Justice. The mechanics 
aren’t hard to pick up and as such, 
if you can play any of those fight-
ing series, you can probably play 

Guilty Gear X moderately well. 
The meat of the gameplay is 

in the mechanics. Figur-
ing out what works best 
in tier situations and 
how best to work the 
combo system is the 

draw, though you could 
conceivably play through 

without worrying about any 
of that. It’s a pick up and play 

fighter that appeals to the beginner 
as well as the expert.

The other part of what makes 
GGX worthwhile is the game’s en-
vironment. The art style is beauti-
ful and really works hard to lure 

in even the most jaded when it 
comes to Dreamcast graphics. The 
soundtrack plays its role as well, 
focusing on rock-inspired riffs that 
add to the overall atmosphere of a 
futuristic tournament pitting man 
against machine. Even if you can’t 
stand the loud rock riffs, there’s 
something for everyone here and it 
can be muted. 

Guilty Gear X came along and 
added something to genre with its 
unique character designs and rock 
’n’ roll background, which was 
begun with Guilty Gear two years 
earlier. 

While the Dreamcast was chock 
full of solid fighters, the genre 
needed the inspired gameplay and 
uniqueness of Guilty Gear X. It 
wasn’t just a sequel to a weird-but-
good fighting game; it was breath 
of fresh air. 

Despite the subsequent years of 
sequel and upgrade, Guilty Gear X 
still manages to stand out against 
the crowd of fighters with a little 
flash and old-school pizazz. 

GUILTY GEAR X

SCORE: 
4.5 OUT 

OF 5
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WORDTRIS

Wordsmith’s delight: Tetris clone spells success
By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

The mandate for every puzzle game is 
clear: Bring something new to the table 
— by either ripping off Tetris 
successfully or creating a new 
concept — or risk being left 
in the dust, forgotten to time 
as a failed experiment to 
stimulate the masses. The 
easiest way, it seems, to 
accomplish this is to go with 
option A, ripping off Tetris. 

There have been some admi-
rable attempts but mostly they’re forgotten, 
relegated to the bargain bin at your favorite 

retro video game store. Wordtris would have 
suffered the same fate, and probably did, 
except that it’s actually a great Tetris rip-off 
that requires usage of brain cells among the 

masses. 
Maybe that’s why it’s forgotten.

The SNES puzzler isn’t anything 
special at first glance, but it’s 
got a lot going for it once you 
get into the gameplay. The goal 
of the game is simple: Letters, 

instead of blocks, drop into a 
well. Forming words removes the 

letters from the well. Let the well fill 
up and it’s game over. 

You can get special items based on the 
length of words formed that aid in remov-

ing letters, and forming the special word 
at the top clears the well altogether. Form 
enough words and you move on to the next 
level. 

It’s simple and educational, yet strangely 
addictive, especially if you’re a wordsmith. 
If language and linguistics are your thing, 
expect to do really well. If you can’t stand 
the thought of using vocabulary skills in a 
video game, you might as well stop reading 
right now.

Aside from the great gameplay concept, the 
other selling point for a game about making 
words surprisingly is the soundtrack. We’ve 
covered the beauty that is Wordtris’ back-
ing music (editor’s note: see this quarter’s 
Beat.Trip.Game on page 3), but it can’t be 

said enough that the soundtrack is excellent. 
You wouldn’t necessarily associate the 

circus with a puzzle game about words, but 
it works for Wordtris extremely well. The 
circus theme is conveyed mostly through the 
music because the graphics aren’t exactly 
front and center. 

It’s basically a bunch of static photos of 
clowns and other circus menagerie, and 
it’s nice. But don’t expect a lot in the way of 
scenery or sound effects.

Wordtris struck a chord with me years 
ago with an interesting premise and excep-
tional replay value. It’s probably on no one’s 
radar 21 years after its initial release, but it 
deserves to be as an excellent alternative to 
making four lines and moving on.

SCORE: 
5 OUT 
OF 5
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grew up in a household where Saturdays 
were prized affairs of laziness and doing 
absolutely as little as possible. Mostly, 
we sat around reading romance nov-
els (my mom), playing cards or board 

games or doing a little housework well before 
noon so that the rest of the day was free to 
be leisurely. As a child with a little dispos-
able income in the form of an allowance, I 
indulged in simple pleasures such as comic 
books, visits to Red Wing Rollerway (RIP), and 
movie and arcade trips. These were all to be 
done on my days off from school. They stayed 
my trivial pursuits throughout my teenage 
years, but a new rule was put into place in 
1992, the year I entered sixth grade: Under 
absolutely no circumstances could I be out of 
the house between the hours of 11 a.m. and 
noon. X-Men the Animated Series was on.

I created that rule after the first time that I 
watched an episode in that first season. I was 
prone to sleeping late to start with, but I woke 
up one Saturday morning to realize that there 
were X-Men on TV. I’m not even sure how I 
stumbled across it other than there was a 
small child in our household who also loved 
Saturday morning cartoons. The problem was 
that she didn’t consistently watch the same 
things every week, so I was at the mercy of a 
toddler who didn’t know Cyclops from Havok. 
I quickly explained the situation to mama, 
who understood the importance of my comic 
book love — she, once upon a time, was a 
devoted reader of Spider-Man. That week-
end, I formulated a plan to watch the show 
from her bedroom — where I spent most of 
my time playing video games anyway — and 
made sure she knew what time and chan-
nel to turn to once I was up for the morning. 
I still, however, had to get her to warm up to 
not scheduling events and trips out too early 
before the show. I wanted to immerse myself 
in the world of the X-Men, not be out of the 
house tooling around JC Penney for a shirt 
that I would probably never wear. 

The show was mesmerizing and drew me in 
to follow the greatest group of superheroes to 

PROPERTY REVIEW

Webcrawler stumbles a third time

When the  
X-Men ruled the 

weekend

6.0

Spider-Man 3
Columbia Pictures, 2007

et’s get something straight from the 
beginning: Tobey Maguire, in no way, 
failed the Spider-Man franchise. 
There’s plenty of blame to go around 
outside of the cast of the once-jug-

gernaut film property featuring everyone’s 
friendly neighborhood wall-crawler, but 
none of it needs to ensnare Maguire in its 
web. No, the blame game needs to be played 
like a who’s who gathering of spin the ter-
rible film bottle with Sam Raimi and who-
ever was his casting director. 

Spider-Man and Spider-Man 2 had quite a 
bit going for each film, especially the first 
film. But by the time the third film rolls 
around, there isn’t much here to be seen that 
hasn’t been done before. That is the unfortu-
nate nature of a trilogy. 

There’s Peter Parker, Maguire’s lovable un-
derdog that has as much rooting power and 
likability to carry a film from start to finish. 
Then there’s Mary Jane Watson, the heroine. 
While Kirsten Dunst does an admirable job 
of being the redheaded damsel in distress 
that is early Watson, she was kind of play-
ing it by the numbers by the time the final 
piece of the puzzle was in place. For some 
reason, Bryce Dallas Howard is thrown in as 
longtime Spider-Man girlfriend Gwen Stacy. 
Thomas Haden Church, Topher Grace and 
James Franco round out the villainy, which 
is a rather numerous rogue gallery. 

The fact that we’ve just typed three names 

in one sentence to describe the lineup of vil-
lains is a major problem and, quite frankly, 
the worst issue with the film. The story is 
fine and we like the origin story told here for 
Venom. The problem is there isn’t enough 
time to showcase Venom’s story properly. 
The reason? Too many villains. We’ve said 
it time and again: Too many foes for the 
protagonist can and will ruin a film. Spider-
Man 3 is easily the worst offender of this 
practice.

The film feels overly long and bloated to 
start with, but when Sandman turns into 
New Goblin who turns into Venom, it’s just 
too much to deal with. The pacing suffers 
immediately after New Goblin makes his 
first appearance, and once Eddie Brock takes 
on the symbiote/“black suit,” the film swiftly 
devolves into unmitigated chaos.

Another problem was the terrible effect of 
dragging in villains for the sake of having a 
villain. Venom immediately suffers the brunt 
of the pain here and it’s appalling what’s 
done to the character. First of all, in the com-
ics, a pumpkin bomb from the New Goblin 
does not kill Venom; cancer eventually does 
the job. Second of all, if you’re going to bother 
doing Venom at all, do him justice and get it 
right. Venom is arguably Spider-Man’s most 
lethal and engaging foe, a lot like the Joker 
is to Batman or Lex Luthor is to Superman. 

See PROPERTY REVIEW, PAGE 24
See STRIP TALK, PAGE 24
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Lyndsey Hicks

STRIP TALK
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Episodes: 1 to 13

Premise: Hold on to your hat, folks, this one gets really dark, really fast. 
A young boy, Hidaka Sana, is surrounded by four childhood friends — 
Yatsushiro Nanaka, Oribe Aoi and brother/sister pair Wakatsuki Shuusuke 
and Wakatsuki Shuri — in the comfortable town of Sakuranomori. The 
group spends a lot of time together so when 
Sana moves to Tokyo, the group splinters. 
When Sana returns, he rejoins three of the 
four — Aoi, Shuusuke and Shuri — but 
doesn’t recognize Nanaka. After their first 
encounter again after years apart, Sana has 
to work to regain a friendship with Nanaka or 
turn it into something else. The problem is 
there are dark secrets within the group that 
get in the way.

Is it worth watching?: Yes, if you like 
dark secrets among a group of people 
who’ve known each other their entire lives. 
I can’t give away what the secrets are, but 
suffice to say it’s hard hitting for a group of 
teenagers. Most adults don’t deal with the majority of the problems these 
kids have. And just when you think it couldn’t get any more depressing 
than it already is, things brighten considerably. It’s good drama, and the 
character development is good.

Breakout character: Shuri. It’s true that she’s part of a duo storyline 
here, but she makes the most impact. She starts out a little immature, but 
by the end, she’s the one making adult decisions that affect her and Shuu-
suke for the rest of their lives. Besides Shuusuke, she’s probably the most 
mature of the group by the end, and that’s saying a lot when considering 
the other story resolutions.

Funniest episode: Humor goes a long way in this series, and it’s hard 
to come by. So, instead of funniest episode, let’s just say the happiest 
episode is the final episode, “Bonds.” For the sake of lifting the depress-
ing veil off events, the entire group reunites and all is well.

Where is it going: The entire series is 13 episodes, so if you can hang 
on and get through the sad parts (like the entire series except for the final 
10 minutes), you can see for yourself how well things end for the five 
friends.

*Special note: The opening wasn’t really anything special, but the 
ending song “Kimi to Yozora to Sakamichi to” is excellent. It’s definitely 
worth listening to on repeat a few dozen times.

Capcom manga continues 
Onimusha saga

elcome back to Otaku Cor-
ner, where we bring you the 
finest anime and manga 
this side of the Northern 
Hemisphere. Previously, I 

reviewed the first installment of Cap-
com’s samurai adventure series Oni-
musha. It did not take long for a manga 
adaptation to not only tie-in the series, 
but also to present new characters in 
the recent Onimusha game, Dawn of 
Dreams. This adaptation is “Onimusha: 
Night of Genesis.” 

Written and drawn by Mitsuru Ohsaki 
and published by Udon Comics, “Night 
of Genesis” follows two new Onimusha 
warriors who are destined to face the 
notorious genma forces, but for dif-
ferent reasons. At the beginning of the 
first chapter, Hideyasu Yuki and Jubei-
Akane Yagyu face off with each other. 
As the manga goes on, these warriors 
discover that while they have differ-
ent adversaries to battle, they awaken 
the awesome power inside them that 
would not only destroy their respective 
foes, but also would remove the even 
greater threat of the genma destroying 
Japan and the world. 

“Night of Genesis” is a radical take on 
the Onimusha series that remains loyal 
to the games’ storyline. While reading, 
I found that although the character’s 
back stories and relevant elements of 
Japanese history are entwined, Osha-
ki-san took great care to keep these 
elements from overlapping. This is 
important since fans of certain games 
discover that when their favorite title 
and characters appear in graphic nov-
els, very little or none of the game’s story remains as 
the main story. I also give credit to Udon Comics’ team 
of Gala Ferrire and Jim Zubkavich, whose English 
adaptation maintained understanding of the manga’s 
plot; and Mike Youngberg, whose translations were 
helpful, especially when sword-fighting techniques 
needed explanation. Overall, Onimusha fans and 
otaku looking for a good samurai manga won’t be 
disappointed.

Onimusha: Night of Genesis is the first official tie-in 

to a gaming series that really does not disappoint its 
fans. This goes to show that with great stories and 
comic art, transitions of video games to comic format 
can be a successful formula if all involved parties fo-
cus on quality not quantity. Udon did it, and you can, 
too, Capcom. I’m looking at you, Kenzo Tsujimoto.

Brandon Beatty is editor at large of Gaming  
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at  

gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com 

with Lyndsey 
Hicks

Brandon Beatty 

OTAKU CORNER
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have ever been created. The story-
lines were mature, and with great 
voice acting, I came to immensely 
enjoy the exploits of Marvel’s 
merry band of mutants. After two 
seasons, we moved into an apart-
ment of our own and I was free to 
watch the show in the privacy of 
my own bedroom. Sadly, it wasn’t 
the same, though I still enjoyed the 
show. 

In the days before DVR and Inter-

net, there was no way to catch up 
on a broadcast if I missed it and 
no one recorded it on VHS. Slowly 
but surely, I fell out of getting up 
to watch the show. But that year 
of waking for X-Men has stuck 
around with me. Those were the 
days of mutant magnificence in 
animated form.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief 
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be 

reached by email at  
lyndseym@gaminginsurrection.com
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Strip Life
by Lyndsey Hicks

Venom deserved his own film, 
and pairing him up to fight the 
wall-crawler is an immediate in-
justice to the character’s history. 
Venom doesn’t need anyone else 
to carry his movie if done right. 
Finally, Venom looked terrible. 
The character CGI was awful and 
looked cheap. If this is the reason 
why it took so long to get Venom 
in a film against Spidey, they 
could have kept him and saved 
him for the eventual reboot we all 
knew was coming. 

And that reboot? It was apparent 

with the rote aura surrounding 
the film long before its release. 
What is especially angering is the 
dumbed-down approach to the 
film itself. In the months leading 
up to the film, the mainstream 
appeal to the basic filmgoer was 
pandering at best, highly in-
sulting at worst. Seriously? The 
advertising and trailer appeal of 
a “black suit” that makes Peter 
Parker flip out was terrible. Trust 
us when we say the average 
movie viewer had no idea what 
the alien symbiote was about let 
alone cared. So when the comic 
knowledgeable saw that, it caused 
a chuckle for what it was worth. 

Spider-Man had become a “movie 
event of the year” type of thing, 
and indeed, his cash sense was 
probably tingling. Too bad he had 
to sacrifice quality to do it.

Terrible pacing, too many vil-
lains, a tired subplot and an over-
all lackadaisical feel? Thanks but 
no thanks. The spider had done 
all that a spider can and it was 
well past time for him to move 
on.

Like the comics?: 7
Casting: 7
Plot: 5
Overall score: 19 out of 30 or 6

X-Men the Animated 
Series lives on DVD

Spidey has too many foes to fight

STRIP TALK, from PAGE 22

PROPERTY REVIEW,  
from PAGE 22

One of Gaming Insurrection leaves the nest ...

I’m sorry guys. I’m going 

to have get up out of here. 

It’s been fun. Maybe one 

day I’ll be back.

Hey buddy, you know you’re always welcome here. The nest is always open and we’ll miss you. Keep in touch with us!

This sucks that you’re 
leaving!

Let us know 
where you 
land. We’ll 
miss you 

dude!
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TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — MVC2 SUPERS EDITION

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT
Name: James Rupert “Rhodey” Rhodes

Affiliation: United States Marine Corps, Stark Enterprises, 
Avengers, West Coast Avengers, Iron Legion, Secret Defend-
ers, Sentinel Squad O*N*E, The Initiative, Team War Machine, 
Secret Avengers, United States Department of Defense

Special abilities: Rhodes wears an advanced suit capable 
of becoming the ultimate weapon. Much like Tony Stark’s Iron 
Man armor, Rhodes’ suit grants flight, advanced warfare weap-
onry and protection against varying levels of attack. Rhodes is 
a capable and skilled Marine and aircraft pilot.

Background: James Rhodes was a lieutenant in the U.S. 
Marine Corps, participating in battles in Southeast Asia. His 
plane was shot down over a jungle by the Viet Cong, and he 
meets Tony Stark for the first time.The duo escapes after mak-
ing it back to an American installation. Stark offers Rhodes a 
job as his personal pilot, something that Rhodes accepts after 
the Vietnam War. Rhodes dons the alternate suit of War Ma-
chine for the first time to defeat the villain known as Magma as 
a way to save Stark, who was defeated during his relapse into 

alcoholism. Rhodes has since used the War Machine armor 
and battled under the Iron Man banner in various capacities 
since, despite retiring several times.

Relationships: Tony Stark (Iron Man), best friend and 
employer; Roberta Rhodes, mother; Joshua Rhodes, uncle; 
Jeanette Rhodes, sister (deceased)

First Versus game appearance: Marvel vs. Capcom

Appearances in other media: Iron Man (animated TV 
show), X-Men the Animated Series (animated), Spider-Man 
(animated TV show, 1994), The Incredible Hulk (animated 
TV show), Iron Man: Animated Adventures, The Super Hero 
Squad Show, The Avengers: Earth’s Mightiest Heroes, Aveng-
ers Assemble, Ultimate Avengers 2, The Invincible Iron Man, 
Iron Man: Rise of the Technovore, Iron Man (2008 film), 
Iron Man 2 (2010 film), Iron Man 3 (2013 film), Marvel vs. 
Capcom, Marvel vs. Capcom 2, X-Men Legends II: Rise of 
Apocalypse, Marvel Ultimate Alliance, Iron Man (2008 video 
game), Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2, Marvel Super Hero Squad, 
Iron Man 2 (2010 video game), LEGO Marvel Super Heroes

1 Rogue, “Good Night Sugah”
Rogue doesn’t have much to go on here, but the 
one super she has is cute. Sure, it’s pretty obvious 
that she’s going to do it. And you’re going to have 
try to get around the crazy concept of blocking that 
your opponent has. But, hey, once you launch that 
rush and you connect with your kiss of attribute 
thievery, you’re well on your way. And the fact that 
the theft of an attribute happens is pretty amazing. 
You have to love this particular brand of Southern 
charm.

Cable, “Time Flip”
Cable is game-breaking. Cable is top tier. Cable is one of the few characters that 
can counteract himself in the game’s tier rankings. So, when his least usable super 
is shouted, you’re probably going to be shocked enough to get hit by it. Time Flip is 
useless, but it looks cool. Also, it’s taken 13 years to figure out if he’s saying time 
slip or time flip. We’ve settled mostly on flip. And nothing is more cool than watch-
ing Cable shake his fist angrily when he misses with the move and wastes super 
meter. We hate Cable.

Spiral, “Metamorphose”
Amazingly, this super isn’t used that much if 
you’re fighting a lot of Spiral players. And you 
will, because she’s a popular girl. And by popu-
lar, we mean just about anyone who has any 
knowledge about tiers in MvC2 will know that 
she’s worth using. The Dance isn’t used that 
widely because why use it when you can throw 
a wall of Dancing Swords? But we digress. The 
move still looks cool as hell as she morphs 
into all of the Marvel roster. Protip: The move 
always ends with her kicking you in the face as 
Cyclops.

2

Blackheart, “Heart of Darkness”
Once upon a time, there was a team nicknamed Team Giggles. The trio 
was composed of Blackheart, M. Bison and Dr. Doom. Blackheart, of the 
demented group, seems to do the most giggling and it’s mostly because 
of this super. For a dude who’s the spawn of the lead demon in Marvel’s 
Hell, he sure seems to have a lot to laugh about. And, no doubt, if you’re 
able to connect this after trapping someone with a previous Inferno and 
watching your little demon friends come out do massive damage, you’re 
probably going to giggle a bit, too.

3

Iron Man, “Proton Cannon”
It was hard to choose between Iron Man’s 
version or War Machine’s version of the 
big beam super. We love the simplicity 
with Iron Man’s move, but we also love 
War Machine throwing out that random 
“It’s my Sunday best!” in Marvel vs. 
Capcom, too. It was too cool to attempt to 
figure out what War Machine was getting 
at the first time around. And that giant 
super beam of doom? Good luck blocking 
that thing if Iron Man decides to use it. At 
least he isn’t using the Iron Man infinite.4

5
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Animal Crossing 
ideas

How Nintendo could spice up an aging life simulator

Gardening center
Since flowers have 
become more important 
within the franchise with 
Wild World, it’s time to 
start letting them actually 
affect things instead of 
a minimal impact on the 
environment and dying 
or taking up space in a 

house. The player character could become a culti-
vator, who works with the other animals to build a 
booming floral business.

Leasing program
What if you could buy an apartment build-

ing in the failed city 
(see the extremely 
disappointing Ani-
mal Crossing: City 
Folk) and lease it to 
prospective animal 
tenants? The tenants 
would pay a set rate 
every month, much 

like the player pays off the home loan to resi-
dent entrepreneur-turn-real estate agent Tom 
Nook, and different homes could be leased for 
each tenant, much like in real life.

Clothing designer 
for hire

The player could design outfits 
for animals within their own 
designer label or sell the items 
in their own store front. Players 
have always been allowed to 
design patterns, but this could 
add an interactive dimension to 
the concept.

Interior designer
Since much is made of 
your abilities to outfit 
your home in special 
themes, the player 
could be allowed to 
design an animal’s 
home according their 
specifications and take 

jobs from animals in the town.

By Lyndsey Hicks
GaminG insurrection

Nintendo doesn’t accept ideas for games. There are 
reasons for that — legal and common sense — and it’s 
been in place since the company’s inception in the video 

game industry. That’s why it pains me every time a new Animal 
Crossing iteration is released. For about four games now, it’s the 
same thing: Pay off your home loans, upgrade your house, col-

lect fossils to sell and collect furniture and clothes. Don’t get 
me wrong, it’s fun. But it’s the same thing I’ve been doing in 

every Animal Crossing entry since 2003. While the new-
est iteration, New Leaf for 3DS, has greatly improved 

what’s already offered, it’s time for fresh ideas 
and things to do in the series.
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RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Scratch Normal

28 Tail Whip Normal
31 Disable Normal
36 Confusion Psychic
43 Fury Swipes Normal
52 Hydro 

Pump
Water

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Scratch Normal
START Tail Whip Normal
START Disable Normal

39 Confusion Psychic
48 Fury Swipes Normal
59 Hydro 

Pump
Water

No. 54 —  Psyduck No. 55 —  Golduck

WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

What to keep
Scratch (until Fury Swipes is 
learned)
Confusion
Fury Swipes
Hydro Pump

What to delete
Scratch (after Fury Swipes is 
learned)
Tail Whip
Disable

Suggested TMs and HMs
TM 11 - Bubblebeam
TM 12 - Water Gun
TM 29 - Psychic
TM 46 - Psywave
HM 02 - Surf

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Immediately, take note that Psyduck doesn’t 
learn its second move until Level 28. That’s an 
awfully long time between its starting move 
and a new addition to its arsenal. And even 
when it does learn that move, it’s not the best. 

It’s actually a useless move that we would get 

rid of. 
It’s advised to not even bother with either 

part of the evolution chain unless you want to 
wait a long time for a Psychic/Water type to 
learn either of those types of moves. Your best 
bet is to either get TMs or HMs to teach it better 
moves or just not catch the chain.

Special thanks to  
Bulbapedia for  

Pokémon artwork

On tap this quarter:

No. 54 Psyduck
No. 55 Golduck
No. 56 Mankey
No. 57 Primeape
No. 58 Growlithe
No. 59 Arcanine

Evolves at 
Level 33
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LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Scratch Normal
START Leech Normal

15 Karate Chop Normal
21 Fury Attack Normal
27 Focus 

Energy
Normal

33 Seismic 
Toss

Fighting

39 Thrash Normal

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Scratch Normal
START Leech Normal
START Karate Chop Normal
START Fury Attack Normal
START Focus 

Energy
Normal

37 Seismic 
Toss

Fighting

46 Thrash Normal

No. 56 —  Mankey

RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

No. 57 —  Primeape

Evolves at 
Level 28

EDITOR’S NOTES:

The Mankey/Primeape evolutionary chain 
learns quite a few decent Normal moves. That’s 
to make up for the fact that it learns only 
one Fighting move. And when it does learn 
that Fighting move, it’s way too late into the 
evolution. The best bet to improve the chain 

is to teach it moves from TMs or HMs, if you 
feel you must use this chain as opposed to 
other Fighting Pokémon such as Hitmonchan, 
Hitmonlee or the Machop evolutionary chain. 
Though the moves we’ve selected aren’t Fight-
ing-type moves, they all add something a little 
more special to the pig monkey Pokémon’s 
arsenal.

WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

What to keep
Scratch (until Karate Chop is 
learned)
Karate Chop (until Fury Attack is 
learned)
Fury Attack
Seismic Toss

What to delete
Scratch (after Karate Chop is 
learned)
Leech
Karate Chop (after Fury Attack is 
learned)
Focus Energy
Thrash

Moves to teach
TM 01 - Mega Punch
TM 28 - Dig
TM 48 - Rock Slide
HM 04 - Strength
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RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Bite Normal
START Roar Normal

18 Ember Fire
23 Leer Normal
30 Take Down Normal
39 Agility Psychic
50 Flame-

thrower
Fire

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
START Roar Normal
START Ember Fire
START Leer Normal
START Take Down Normal

No. 58 —  Growlithe No. 59 —  Arcanine

WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

What to keep
Bite
Ember
Flamethrower

What to delete
Roar
Leer
Agility

Moves to teach 
TM 38 - Fire Blast 

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Growlithe and Arcanine are a dynamite fire 
evolution chain. The two don’t learn many Fire 
moves, but what Growlithe does learn is cru-
cial: Ember. Ember is a substantial move for a 
Pokémon like Growlithe that you will probably 
pick up later in the game (keep in mind that 
you aren’t going to start out with a Growlithe). 
It doesn’t learn the move until level 18, but by 
the time you catch one, it should have learned 
it easily. The evolutionary chain is like most 
that evolve using the stones. If you wait un-
til level 50 to get the powerful Flamethrower, 

you’ll have a very good fire Pokémon that can 
compete with the best of the bunch like Chariz-
ard or Magmar. If you want more Fire-type 
moves, teach them through TMs. 

With the right combination of moves, the 
chain can be a great addition to your roster in 
place of Charizard, saying you didn’t choose the 
Fire type as your starter. As per the usual, it’s 
to your advantage to let the evolutionary chain 
learn all of its moves before evolving. In this 
case, it’s especially pertinent because Arca-
nine, once evolved, will never learn any of the 
later moves after level 30, leaving you without 
Flamethrower.

Evolves with  
Fire Stone
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UPCOMING SONGS

Artist: Captain Jack
Difficulty: 2/4/7
BPM: 93

A slow-moving piece from the captain of dance, 
Only You is a favorite. If you like your steps in 
time with the song — albeit at a lot slower pace 
than other songs — this fits the bill. 
Among the slowest songs in the franchise, 
Only You isn’t really that special in terms of 
difficulty. The Heavy steps are fun and don’t 
require much in the way of quick crossovers 
or stamina-draining jumps. It’s a lot of triplet 
cross steps that can be easy to read if you use a 
speed mod to break up the pattern. The middle 
breakdown is a light but useful break that gives 
you a chance to catch up on wasted dance 
meter. There isn’t much that can be missed 
here, so use it as a time to get back in sync with 
the steps.

Suggested speed mod: x3

Artist: Naoki featuring DDR All-Stars
Difficulty: 3/4/7
BPM: 152

The other immediately recognizable off-sync 
song in the DDR franchise is Hyper Eurobeat. 
Known derisively in some elite DDR circles as 
Hyper Offbeat, it doesn’t get that much play 
because of the struggle to Perfect Attack when 
playing it. It’s a perfectly fine song and fits well 
with the song list overall, but it’s nowhere near 
on-sync. It’s because of a bug in the pre-DDR X 
versions that rounded the timing of 64th notes. 
Songs such as bag and Burning Heat! have the 
same problem. Despite its problems with tim-
ing, it’s a decent if not boring song. The steps 
try to follow the music, and the song features 
most of the previous DDR vocal cast. If you’re 
going to play it, be prepared for a middling 
paced affair of simple stepcharts.

Suggested speed mod: x2

Artist: Naoki
Difficulty: 3/5/7
BPM: 160

The special DDR song for seventh mix that 
reminds us all that we’re playing Dance Dance 
Revolution is D2R. At least one of these show 
up in the series from then on, starting with this 
song. It’s a fast-paced tune that works up a 
sweat, especially because you’re going to have 
work against the game to stay on beat. D2R, like 
Hyper Eurobeat after it, is well known for being 
off sync. Trying to step slightly ahead of the 
arrow may be helpful, but it’s hard to do. Our 
advice is to stay with the music and just learn 
the timing through repeated plays. With prac-
tice, you can learn how to adjust your timing. 
The steps aren’t bad and pretty much follow the 
music almost exactly, especially in the break-
down section. 

Suggested speed mod: x1.5 or x2

Don’t forget to  
download our DDR  
glossary of terms!

By Lyndsey Hicks

ABOUT BPM
Judging how fast or slow a 
song goes is important in the 
world of DDR. In competitive 
play, the difference in speed 
can mean a victory in Perfect 
Attacking or defeat. In casual 
play, it can determine your skill 
level.

The slower songs in DDR can 
also mean a breather and a 
chance to catch up and make up 
for lost dance meter. At right is 
a graph showing the slow-
est sustained BPM (beats per 
minute) in songs from the first 
mix to SuperNova.

Daikenkai

17Sai

Freckles (KCP Re-edit)

Tsugaru (Apple Mix)

Butterfly (Upswing Mix)
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Crazy Taxi doesn’t need to be portable in any way, shape or form
ay after day, your home life’s a 
wreck.” The Offspring couldn’t 
have said it any better, except they 
weren’t talking about exactly what 
I want you to think they were 

referring to. The Offspring were bemoaning 
the effect of “the man” getting them down 
and what it meant to be stifled by society 
and its pressures. What I’m getting at is 
much harder, more of a blight than fighting 
“the man.” I take issue with the terrible port 
of the game in which their hit song “All I 
Want” appears. There is no fun dash for cash 
in the portable version of Crazy Taxi.

I think it’s safe to say I am a master of 
Sega’s crash course in wreck management. 
After all, I’ve racked up scores routinely near 
$50,000 in the 14 years since the game’s re-
lease. But there’s something that doesn’t sit 
well in this franchise. There have been more 
ports and sequels than anyone ever needed, 
and the GameBoy Advance version falls 
squarely under this banner. When I bother 
to think about the abomination that is the 
port, I never manage to figure out who to 
blame the most: Nintendo, for letting things 
get this far; or Sega/Hitmaker for ruining a 
perfectly good franchise with horrible innu-
endo implied by shoddy side entries.

The port behaves like an elderly driver just 
itching to get to the DMV to get their license 
renewed. Like the older woman who’s got 

to check on a few more things around the 
house before she leaves, the game is slow. 
Like, slow to load, slow to boot up menus, 
slow to recognize your input. Slow enough 
to make you say under your breath, “This is 
why we don’t go anywhere with you any-
more without calling three hours ahead of 
time, grandmama.” 

The game creaks and groans to the action 
and then you see why it should never be al-
lowed to drive for itself anymore. The lack of 
fidelity is atrocious, even for a scaled-down 
port. True, it’s going from the once-powerful 
Dreamcast to the mini-Super NES, but you’re 
not even playing with portable power any-
more. You’re simply just attempting to play. 
Landmarks don’t look anything like they 
did in the original game, the music doesn’t 
match and the framerate doesn’t bother to 
pretend to work. Meanwhile, grandma’s 

bumping into parked cars and driving so 
slow that police need to get involved. This 
port is the reason why you have to sit 
grandma down and tell her it’s time for her 
to turn in her keys. She’s not a good driver 
anymore and she’s a hazard to everyone else 
on the road. Portable Crazy Taxi ought not 
have been let out of the house let alone on 

the road. By the time this sad excursion was 
planned, it was well past time that someone 
sat Sega down and explained that their car 
and keys were being taken away.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming 
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at 

editor@gaminginsurrection.com

with Lyndsey 
Hicks

‘D

Photo courtesy of Gamefaqs.com

Photo courtesy of Gamefaqs.com
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elcome to a new section of 
Gaming Insurrection: the 

Arcadia Journal. I frequent 
three arcades in the Triad 

area of North Carolina, and I’d like to 
spread the word about as many places 

to play arcade games as possible. 
Arcadia Journal will feature updates on 
the three arcades — Lost Ark and Tilt 

in Greensboro and Lazer X in  
Burlington — each quarter. Happy 

quarter munching!

Of the three arcades in the Triad, Lost Ark is, by far, the best. A retro retail 
center and arcade rolled into one, Lost Ark features consoles and games from 
the Colecovision/Atari era to modern-day machines such as the Xbox 360 and 
PS3. They also sell toys and trinkets and replacement materials if something 
should go wrong with your retro console. The best part of the place, however, 
is the arcade. There are pinball machines galore and stand-up and table-top 
arcade cabinets of quite a few games. More importantly, there’s some rare 
games to be had in cabinet form at cheap play prices. The Vs. Super Mario 
Bros. here — the rare 1.5 version of the NES classic — is 25 cents per play. 
Fighting games are prominently displayed and garner regular competition. 

Featured right now: Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3, X-Men the Arcade Game, Vs. 
Super Mario Bros., Dr. Mario, Iron Man (pinball), Super Street Fighter II: Turbo, 
X-Men: Children of the Atom, U.N. Squadron, Arcana Heart

LOST ARK
2823 -E Spring Garden St. 
Greensboro, NC 27403 
phone: 336-422-MEGA 
email: lostarkvideogames@gmail.com
website: www.lostarkvideogames.
com

Tilt410 Four Seasons Town Centre

Greensboro, NC 27427

phone: 336-235-0413 

website: www.tilt.com

Lazer X
3356 A S. Church St.
Burlington, NC 27215
phone: 336-586-7007
website: www.lazerxburlington.
com

If you stumbled onto the Tilt in the Four Seasons Town Centre, 
congratulations, because you’re probably one of the few who 
have. It’s nestled WAY back in the giant shopping extravaganza 
that is Four Seasons, and from the looks of the bustle — or lack 
thereof — it would seem very few people know it’s there. That’s 
a shame, because there are some really great games in the 
arcade. The machines appear to be kept up and well-maintained, 
and it’s got quite a few different genres of games throughout. 
If you can find it in the Centre (it’s near the GameStop), stop in 
and play some older classics such as Virtua Fighter 3, Marvel 
vs. Capcom 2 or Dance Dance Revolution Extreme.

Featured right now: Virtua Fighter 3, Tekken 5, Tekken 5: Dark 
Resurrection, Marvel vs. Capcom 2, Dance Dance Revolution Extreme

A nifty place for playing Lazer Tag in Burlington, we ac-
cidentally found the place one night while out roaming. 
There’s not much here except for a few light-gun games, 
ski ball machines and a Dance Dance Revolution Extreme 
machine. That’s quite a shock because not only is it a 
second DDR Extreme machine in the Triad, but also it’s a 
working machine with well-maintained dance pads, fully 
unlocked song list, memory card slots that may or may not 
function and a decent set list per price. For 50 cents, you 
get four songs, which is exceptionally good for an Extreme 
machine. The arcade is tucked away in a shopping center 
off Church Street, but it’s a nice quiet place to play DDR.

Featured right now: Dance Dance Revolution Extreme

Lost Ark owner Daniel W. works on a pinball machine. Virtua Fighter 3 at Tilt. The DDR Extreme pads at Lazer X in Burlington.

W

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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t’s been one year now since Borderlands 
2 came screaming into my game library. 
Actually, it’s been more like one year 
and two months since the loud and 
brash shooter sequel made its acquain-

tance. And much like a new friend of a 
friend that you just met at a bar while get-
ting drunk because you passed the bar exam, 

you have a 
few shots and 
look back on 
that night 
with a certain 
fondness. 
Fondness for 
your liquor, 
that is, not 
the new 
friend. More 
than likely, 
that new 
friend is now 
asking for 

money and showing up at your apartment 
at all hours of the night just to “hang.” But, I 
digress. Borderlands 2 is like that new friend 
except you don’t have to spend money for 
companionship. That is, unless you really 
feel like blowing your money for some de-
cent distraction-type entertainment.

When the game was released, GI was in 
the throes of change and a new quarter. 
Change came in the form of me going it 
alone, since my previous partner who guid-
ed me around Pandora decided to head for 
parts unknown. I was on my own, but I was 
excited. I was ready to live life on Pandora 
with characters of my own and experiences 
shaped by my own actions without someone 
who knew the story by heart standing over 
my shoulder telling me that I was going 
about getting my murder on the wrong way. 

Don’t get me wrong, I’m by no means a 
snob when it comes to killing things with 
help. I will never turn down an offer of joint 
killing when it comes to Borderlands, but 
I will be frank with you all: It sucks when 
you want to put your own brand of mayhem 
and death to the test and there’s someone 
who is literally sitting next to you going, 
“You should go here. You should change your 
class mod. You should use this gun. You 

should do this mission first.” Constantly. 
So much so that you learn the story before 
you even get started. Because they’re play-
ing the game all day. Every day. You see 
my problem now? It was constantly in my 
face. So, I really didn’t get to enjoy the first 
game as much as I probably could have on 
my own. Of course, I probably wouldn’t have 
discovered it without that former partner so 
there’s that. But mostly, I was ready to rock 
on my own in the world, kind of like my 
real-life situation at the time.

GI was pulling out the stops on what we’d 
learned with the new game before its re-
lease. I wanted detailed coverage but I had 
to settle with what I could get in about three 
weeks of play. I bought the game as soon as 
I could, and I jumped right into the single-
player campaign quickly. Now, I’m usually 
not in the habit of reviewing a game as soon 
as it comes out, mostly because I haven’t 
played enough of it to give you a good 
opinion. That’s why I leave the Now Playing 
hype machines to the experts like William 
Harrison. He’s on the ball when it comes to 
current games, and has the time to review 
things that the other writers don’t with the 
possible exception of Daniel Gibbs. But this 

time was different. We’d promised a review 
and we were going to deliver. And deliver we 
did.

I pulled my review goggles on and made a 
point to get down and dirty with the game. 
How did the second game handle the sequel 
transition? Was it worth coming back to 
Pandora for what was probably the ninth 
time (saying you did two playthroughs with 
all four characters of the first game)? Did 
Borderlands 2 live up to the hype and antici-
pation? Well, I’m still playing a year later, so 
it managed to do something right, I suppose. 
I’m usually not a fan of sequels — especially 
to awesome games — because I feel like it 
never works as good as the first time. But 
Borderlands 2, much like my drunk friend of 
a friend from the beginning, surprised me. 
It’s good company. I’m still learning things 
about the game well more than a year later, 
and I haven’t even touched the DLC or all of 
the characters.

Do I like it as much as the first game? No, 
and here’s why: It’s just not the same gritti-
ness or stunning simplicity of Borderlands. 
Borderlands was frighteningly simple in its 
“killed or be killed” premise. The sequel, I 
feel, has some ulterior motive in its quest to 

get one over on me, the player. Yes, it’s fun-
nier and a little more polished than the first. 
But, coming back to that new friend, it’s still 
asking me for money. For EVERYTHING. The 
first game had its DLC and costume stuff, 
but now there’s more monetization of every-
thing in the game practically, and that’s not 
what Borderlands started out as. This isn’t to 
say I dislike Borderlands 2 for it, but there’s 
a limit of which I’m mindful when it comes 
to giving up maximum dollars for a game. 
Borderlands 2 is approaching it.

When I think back to the lead up to Bor-
derlands 2, I’m reminded of the feeling I had 
in my heart of hearts. There was a sense of 
dread, that somehow the sequel wasn’t go-
ing to live up to the billing, and I’d be disap-
pointed since I’d been waiting for at least a 
year for the game. I can tell you that I wasn’t 
disappointed. Afraid of change? Probably. 
But I don’t regret giving the game my at-
tention and time. After all, as my Xbox 360 
beacon proclaims, it’s still a new day to ride 
or die on Pandora.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming 
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at 

lyndseym@gaminginsurrection.com

Returning to Pandora one year later
I

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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